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54.8% 1,150,000,000 EOS

4% 85,000,000 EOS

0.7% 15,000,000 EOS

4.8% 100,000,000 EOS

7.1% 150,000,000 EOS

11.9% 250,000,000 EOS

16.7% 350,000,000 EOS

Before After

The number of current tokens that exist prior to this proposal will 

remain the same at roughly 1.15B EOS tokens. No other changes 

will be made to this initial supply.

Token will be generated by EOS block, managed by Labs.


EOS Labs will be allocated 85M EOS, which is equivalent to 14.4 

years of network inflation at the current rate of 0.5%. These tokens 

will be used to invest in ecosystem growth, liquidity provisioning for 

ecosystem projects, and partnerships.

Token will be locked in dedicate account, managed by ENF and 

Labs.


An allocation of 15M EOS will be dedicated to public goods funding 

for middleware development to improve the usability of the EOS 

Network.
Token will be generated by EOS block.


100M EOS will be allocated to fund block producer rewards for 

maintaining network infrastructure.

Token will be generated by EOS block, managed by ENF.


The ENF will be allocated 150M EOS, which is equivalent to 8.5 

years of network inflation at the current rate of 1.5%.

Token will be generated by EOS block.


250M EOS tokens will be allocated towards staking rewards for 

EOS and RAM. The rate of reward emissions would be governed by 

EOS block producers.

Token will be locked in dedicate account, managed by ENF and Labs.


350 million EOS will be allocated towards developing and growing the 

RAM market and its liquidity across the wider crypto community.

RAM Market Making and Liquidity Provisioning

315 million EOS will be allocated for market making and liquidity provisioning across both centralized exchanges and DeFi across 

multiple blockchains. This allocation of EOS will be lent out to professional market makers to acquire RAM from the Bancor pool and 

open market and use it to develop new markets for RAM. 

Programmatic RAM Purchasing

35 million (10%) will be used to programmatically purchase RAM from the system Bancor pool across a TBD timeframe.


The RAM purchased through this mechanism will be used for support or funding of EOS ecosystem initiatives.Changes to Stakin
 *Ability to stake RAM  

 *Voting requirements for 21 block producers or 1 proxy will be 

removed from REX

 *A 21 day withdrawal period will be required for staked EOS and 

RAM.

(This contract still needs to be developed

Block Producer Pa
 Initial parameters upon approval of this proposal will pull block 

rewards from this allocation

 To make block production and network infrastructure more 

sustainable over the long term, all network fees generated from 

PowerUp, RAM trading fees, and Name Auctions will be 

distributed equally to the top 21 block producers

 A portion of the transaction fees generated by EOS EVM will 

also be distributed pro rata to block producers to help make 

block rewards more sustainable.

Potential Middleware Initiative
 Account creation tools

 Light accounts

 Resource model improvements

 Account recovery

 Web Extension Wallet Plugin

 Portals and tools to improve the overall user experience of the 

EOS Network.

Looking Back: Key Milestones to 
EOS Tokenomics

EOS launched with a 1 billion token supply with an annualized 

5% inflation. 

1% of the inflation was earmarked for block producer rewards 

and 4% accumulated in the ‘eosio.saving’ account.

Without a framework to access and spend the accumulated 

assets in ‘eosio.saving’, EOS block producers voted to lower 

network inflation to 1% and burned the remaining EOS tokens 

accumulated in ‘eosio.saving’.

EOS block producers elected to increase network inflation to 

3% to bootstrap the EOS Network Foundation. 

1% of the inflation continued funding block producer pay and 

the other 2% began funding the EOS Network Foundation.

The ENF began manually funding EOS Labs as a new entity that 

would be responsible for ecosystem investment and growth. 

The ENF began allocating 0.5% of its 2% network inflation 

funding to EOS Labs through manual transfers.

EOS block producers passed an MSIG to update a system 

contract which would automate the 0.5% inflation pay to EOS 

Labs and lowered the ENF’s pay to 1.5%. 

The passing of this proposal served as recognition by the 

network for EOS Labs as a foundational officially recognized 

entity.

Proposal from ENF to migrate EOS from being an inflationary 

token to becoming a 2.1 billion fixed supply token.

EOS Token 
Distribution

Utilize EOS to incentivize active users and new 
users with new mint tokens, while activating 
inactive users.

EOS + RAM with positive flywheel, continuously 
absorbing EOS inflation, activating ecosystem 
vitality.

Stop inflation with 2.1B token supply cap, burn 
~80% of the future total supply.

A large number of inactive users' EOS is dormant in 
CEX, while truly active users on-chain and new users 
have not received effective incentives.

*On-chain *135M EOS vs 1.15B EOS in total 
circulation, only 10% of EOS is active.

There is no positive flywheel in the bull market to help 
use low circulation and low market cap ecosystem 
projects to absorb EOS inflation.

*A positive flywheel in the bull market will 
help use low circulation and low market cap 
ecosystem projects to absorb EOS inflation.

High liquidity with expectation of inflation increases 
the difficulty of market making, and the market value 
ranking of EOS continues to decline.

*MCap 90+ vs Top 20 Volume/MCap. Total 

10B with 3% inflation per year.

*Source: Defillama, CoinMarketCap

For Now: Key Problems of EOS 
Tokenomics

Stop Inflation with 2.1B Token Supply, 
Burn 80% of the Future Total Supply

EOS Token Vesting Plan with 4-years 
Halving Cycle
Start from the Block Height when Circlulating Supply reaches 1.15B

Circulating supply 1.15B EOS

Circulating supply 1.15B EOS

Future supply 8.85B with 3% 
Inflation per year

950M to be Minted and Distributed

Permanently Stop Inflation

Burn ~80% (7.9B) of the Total Future Supply

+

+

+

New EOS Tokenomics Proposal
Make EOS Great Again

2.1B

2,100,000,000

1,850,000,000

1,600,000,000

1,350,000,000

1,100,000,000
Current Launch 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Year

Original Token Supply RAM Market Middleware Staking Rewards

EOS Network Foundation Block Producers EOS Labs

100%

88.09%

76.19%

64.29%


